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Monthly average system prices have increased in  

September 2014 following a drop for seven consecutive 

months. Peak prices for September 2014 show that   

System Buy Prices (SBP) have a larger premium over  

average prices than System Sell Prices (SSP). The  

average peak SBP has a 11.68% premium, and the  

average peak SSP a 6.47% premium. 

In September 2014 the SBP exceeded £100/MWh 35 

times compared to August 2014 with 15 times. The SBP 

reached a maximum of £138.70/MWh in Settlement  

Period 39 on 29 September 2014.  
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The Trading Operation Report 

publishes key market data  

graphically, giving a performance 

indicator for the Balancing and 

Settlement arrangements. 

In this report you will find  

commentary on BSC  

market operation,  

identification of key events 

and reporting of key data.  

Trading Operations  

Report Data. The graphs 

and backing data are 

available in Excel format  

on the ELEXON website. 1 2 3 
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BALANCING VOLUMES 
In August 2014 gas delivered the majority of accepted 

Offers by volume; that was 71.5% compared to 60.7% in 

July and 52.4% in June.  

In August 2014 gas also delivered 52.4% of the total  

accepted Bids by volume. Coal delivered only 32.2%,  

compared to the previous months when it delivered more 

than 40%. This is because of the high levels of wind  

generation noted that month which resulted in wind delivering 11.6% of the total Bid volumes.  

Accepted hydro Bids increased to 22,355MWh in August 2014 from 1,105MWh in July 2014, accounting for 3.1% of 

the total accepted Bids by volume.  

In August 2014 the total volume of balancing actions was 1,197,807MWh. This is a 22.6% increase from the total 

volume of balancing actions in July 2014. 

TRADING CHARGES 

Gross imbalance cash flows have increased  from 

£38.56m in July 2014 to £39.45m in August 2014. Both 

credits for being long and debits for being short have 

increased.  

The Offer cash flow has increased to £28.43m in August 

2014 from £20.70m in July 2014. The Bid cash flow 

dropped from £16.27m in July 2014 to £9.59m in August 

2014. In August 2014 the gross Bids and Offers cash 

flow was at its highest since February 2014 at £18.84m. 
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SYSTEM PRICES 

August14 

Fuel Type Bid Volume (MWh) Offer Volume (MWh) 

Coal -232,798  105,530  

Gas -378,491  339,772  

Hydro -22,355  4,300  

OCGT 0  0  

Pumped storage -5,278  25,605  

Wind -83,634  44  

Total -722,556  475,251  

Total Cash Flow (£m) Aug 14 Jul 14 Jun 14 Aug 13 

Long Imbalance 
Charge  
(Credit) 

20.02 19.20 18.93 25.44 

Short Imbalance 
Charge  
(Debit) 

-19.43 -19.36 -16.46 -26.29 

RCRC Credit 6.79 6.38 5.03 9.79 

RCRC Debit -7.38 -6.23 -7.50 -8.95 

Offer Cash Flow 28.43 20.70 20.63 57.01 

Bid Cash Flow -9.59 -16.27 -15.45 -16.05 

 
Average (£/MWh)  

Average (£/MWh) 
Peak 07:00-19:00 

Period SBP SSP SBP SSP 

Sep 14 49.30 38.31 55.06 40.79 

Aug 14 41.01 30.56 43.54 32.33 

Jul 14 41.03 31.03 44.45 32.20 

Summer 14 41.1 31.19 44.13 32.64 

Spring 14 46.79 36.81 50.22 38.51 

Winter 13/14 54.13 41.86 61.43 46.03 

Autumn 13 57.81 44.25 64.85 49.03 

Sep 13 60.04 45.49 66.18 50.13 

http://www.elexon.co.uk/reference/technical-operations/trading-operations-report/
http://www.elexon.co.uk/reference/technical-operations/trading-operations-report/
http://www.elexon.co.uk/disclaimer-and-reservation-of-rights/
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NEW CREDIT ASSESSMENT PRICE 

The Credit Assessment Price (CAP) is a parameter used to convert Actual Energy Indebtedness derived from  

trading charges (£) and the credit cover (£) lodged by BSC Parties into an equivalent MWh amount. 

Following consultation with Trading Parties, the Credit Committee has determined that the CAP will increase from its 

current value of £49/MWh to £55/MWh, effective from Thursday 23 October 2014.  

The reference prices have remained at around £55/MWh and on average, based on analysis of forward price data, 

they are not expected to exceed this value in the next three months.  

When discussing ‘microgeneration’ under the BSC,  

although not defined in the BSC, it should be referred to 

as installations with generating capacity less than 30kW. 

Generating plants below this limit can trade their energy 

on a Non-Half Hourly (NHH) basis, with no requirement  

on them at the moment to settle the energy volumes  

exported to the distribution network. 

At present, although only a small percentage of  

microgeneration export is registered in Settlement, there 

is a clear growth in this energy over the years.  

When examining the microgeneration growth by year, in 

2008 only 3,196 MWh of  exported energy from  

microgeneration sources were entered into Settlement. 

This figure has increased over the years reaching a total 

of 43,789 MWh in 2014; that is an increase of 40,589 

MWh from 2008. 

By geographical region, only two GSP Groups (_B and 

_M) stood out with their annual NHH microgeneration 

export in 2008, which mainly came from wind and hydro 

sources. In the following years a growth in energy from  

photovoltaic (PV) installations was noticed, with GSP 

Groups _A, _H, _J, _L and _P recording the biggest annual export to the grid. GSP Group _P also noted a  

remarkable growth in wind generation. From 2010 onwards more than 30% of the total wind energy has been  

exported in this distribution region. 

In terms of fuel type, the annual NHH energy exported by PV installations noted the sharpest increase since 2008, 

followed by wind and hydro microgeneration. Energy exported from Combined Heat and Power (CHP) installations 

has showed only a little increase over the years compared to the other two microgeneration types.  

To date there is no requirement under the BSC for microgenerators to settle their export energy. Modification  

Proposal P218 was raised in October 2007 on the grounds that, whilst at that time the volume of energy not entered 

into Settlement was low, the number of sites fitted with microgeneration was likely to increase in the future. In May 

2008 the Authority rejected P218 on the basis that the costs associated with export meters were greater than the 

energy benefit due to the relatively small amounts of energy concerned in the short term. Surplus energy from  

microgeneration exported back to the system has limited impact, nonetheless, as the volume of unregistered  

microgeneration grows, so will the energy volume withheld from Settlement, and in the longer term this will have an 

increasing impact on the accuracy of NHH Settlement. 

GROWTH IN ENERGY FROM MICROGENERATION  

Year 
Total annual NHH  

microgeneration export 
(MWh) 

Annual energy increase 
from previous year 

(MWh) 

2008 3,196  - 

2010 21,379 18,183 

2012 37,864 16,485 

2014 43,786 5,922 

http://www.elexon.co.uk/disclaimer-and-reservation-of-rights/
http://www.elexon.co.uk/mod-proposal/p218-facilitating-microgeneration-within-the-bsc/

